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Executive Summary Experimental Setup

Background

Thanks to modern advances in science and 

technology, people are more consistently living 

longer lives; however, though people are now 

living longer lives than before, keeping motivated 

and in good health become a hard thing to do the 

longer people live. According to the U.S, Census 

Bureau, a seniors’ (ages 65 and up) most 

common disability walking. This is suggested to 

be due to the lack of activities, such as working a 

job. In response to this problem, we have created 

an Augmented Reality app that runs a Machine 

Learning Model to recognize exercise; however, 

not all seniors may have access to a smart phone 

yet. The goal of this research is to compare 2 

devices, (an iOS device and an Android device) 

and see which device will be able to better suit the 

users needs, as well as fulfil the challenging tasks 

our app must perform.

• There are 4 main criteria our test devices need to 

meet in order to be a potential suitable platform 

for our app:

• Screen Mirroring to bigger display

• Powerful enough Hardware for 

AR/ML applications

• A decent enough camera

• A portable device.

The app made in Unity Game Engine, two test devices

• Apple iPhone 8: 6 CPU cores, dedicated neural engine for ML apps, 3 

GPU cores, 12 Megapixel camera, 2 GB RAM

• Samsung Galaxy S9: 8 CPU cores, 18 GPU cores, 12 Megapixel camera, 

4 GB RAM

• Startup time & detection of last rep about 2 sec longer each on Galaxy

• Detection of first slightly faster on Galaxy

• Arm Cross Reps around 70 on iOS, fewer and less consistent on Galaxy

• Second experiment: On more complex model, frame rate less consistent on 

Galaxy

Experimental Test Plan

Experimental Results

References

Conclusions

There will be two tests to see how the app performs. The first test (results 

shown below) will time the amount of time the app takes to start up, recognize 

the first and last repetition (reps) of the first exercise (There are 10 reps for the 

first exercise), and the number of times it can recognize a pose in an allotted 

timeframe. The test will disable the cameras and have the ML model analyze 

video. This test will speak to the speed of the device.

The second test is a useability test. Two differently difficult ML models will be 

tested on each device to see which device can both better handle the taxing 

models and can keep the frame rate from dipping. The cameras were used in 

this test to strain the CPU and GPU.

There are many conclusions to draw from this experiment. For one, even 

though Samsung, on paper, seems to have the better phone, because of how 

Android software is not as optimized as iOS software, it still had a somewhat 

difficult time performing in these test when compared to the iPhone 8. Another 

thing that is made clear by this experiment is that Apple’s inclusion of a 

dedicated neural engine on their CPU’s really paid off, as it was even more 

capable of handling the Machine Learning Models place within the app. It’s 

interesting to see that the 2017 iPhone 8, which came out about 6 months 

before the Galaxy S9, was still able to outperform the android despite using 

lower spec hardware. The main weakness that the Android had going into this 

is the fact that Android is a higher-level OS, making it need to have bigger 

specifications in order for it to compete with Apple’s offering. Overall, both 

phones would be suitable candidates for seniors to use to host the app; 

however, especially since refurbished iPhone 8’s are cheaper than refurbished 

S9’s overall, the Apple iPhone 8 is the best candidate to recommend our users 

for a streamlined experience.
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Start Up Time 1st Rep Reported Last Sitting March Rep # of Arm Cross Reps

Test 1 3.56 secs 4.61 secs 8.51 secs 69

Test 2 3.26 secs 4.55 secs 8.53 secs 69

Test 3 3.33 secs 4.35 secs 8.61 secs 71

Test 1 5.86 secs 4.26 secs 10.55 secs 69

Test 2 5.98 secs 4.31 secs 10.53 secs 43

Test 3 5.63 secs 4.26 secs 10.53 secs 45

Apple iPhone 8

Samsung Galaxy S9

Phone Comparison Test

For the left columns, 
the lower the time, 
the better. On the 

right, the more reps, 
the better.
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